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Baby-naming has become an art form with parents today, but where do parents go to find
names and their meanings? The Name Book offers particular inspiration to those who want
more than just a list of popular names. From Aaron to Zoe, this useful book includes the
cultural origin, the literal meaning, and the spiritual significance of more than 10,000 names.
An appropriate verse of Scripture accompanies each name, offering parents a special way to
bless their children.
A comprehensive name guide is written specifically for Witches, Pagans and anyone who
wants factual and in-depth information on a wide variety of names. Features more than 7,000
names derived from assorted cultures and spiritual traditions, from ancient times to modern,
including names from mythology, magical texts, nature and the Bible. Includes pronunciations,
guidance in name selection, a glossary, an index by gender and lists of names by theme.
Original.
This fabulous resource lists thousands of baby names from various ethnicities; most entries
include origin and popularity information, as well as interesting facts. » Other spellings,
variations from around the world, and listings of famous people are included to provide a
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The introduction provides helpful advice for naming babies and lists the most popular names
from around the world.
The only baby names book you'll need Find baby names meanings for girls like "light and
honor" (Noreen, Irish), "blessed" (Venetia, Celtic), "helpful" (Cody, English) or "beautiful" (Hurit,
Native American) Decide on baby name meanings for boys like "hawk" (Gavin, Welsh), "beauty
and glory" (Paran, Biblical), "guide" (Wyatt, French) or "great" (Darren, Gaelic). Each listing
includes the baby name meaning and the baby name origin. Search by baby name origin, or by
letter of the alphabet, with lists separated into 6,000+ baby names for girls and 6,000+ baby
names for boys for easy and simple browsing. Buy "12,000+ Baby Name Meanings & Origins"
to browse baby names with origins from around the world: Anglo-Saxon baby names Aramaic
baby names Armenian baby names African baby names Arabic baby names Biblical baby
names Celtic baby names Chinese baby names Czech baby names Croatian baby names
Danish baby names Dutch baby names Egyptian baby names English baby names EnglishAmerican baby names Finnish baby names French baby names Gaelic baby names German
baby names Greek baby names Hawaiian baby names Hebrew baby names Hindi baby names
Hungarian baby names Indian baby names Indonesian baby names Irish baby names Israeli
baby names Italian baby names Japanese baby names Latin baby names Maori baby names
Muslim baby names Native American baby names Norse baby names Persian baby names
Polish baby names Polynesian baby names Portuguese baby names Russian baby names
Sanskrit baby names Scandinavian baby names Scottish baby names Shakespearean baby
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names Slavic
baby
names Swedish
baby
names
Spanish baby
names
Ukrainian baby names
Turkish baby names Welsh baby names Yiddish baby names And many many more baby
name meanings and origins! Scroll up and click buy on this baby names meaning book to find
the perfect baby name you've been searching for!
Bringing an already celebrated babynaming book uptodate for a new batch of parents, the
authors cover classic names, unisex names, "good girl" names, biblical names, "farout" names,
and much, much more. Reprint.
Choosing your baby's name is one of the most important decisions you will ever make.
Fortunately, The Everything Baby Names Book, 3rd Edition is here to help! Featuring 50,000 of
today's best names, the scoop on how your child's name can affect his sense of self, and how
to choose a name that can honor your heritage and your child, this guide is the ultimate
resource for making this momentous choice. The new edition features: Brand-new information
on the impact that different names have on a child Complete separate sections for boys' and
girls' names Meanings and origins of names explained Interesting and unique variations from
around the globe Packed with engaging lists of popular and traditional names, fun facts, and
important scientific data, this book gives you a plethora of possibilities--so you can make the
perfect choice for your new bundle of joy!
Indicates the meanings, sources, and pronunciations of thousands of names from cultures
throughout the world as well as astrological names, and gives tips on creating original names
An extensive baby name reference for expectant parents includes some five thousand
Hispanic names, an updated list of the one hundred most popular names for boys and girls,
and a chapter that shares author recommendations on how to make a name selection.
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The only naming book you'll need for your little boy-to-be! Perfect for baby showers,
gender reveals, and parents with a little boy on the way, THE BEST BABY NAMES
FOR BOYS is the only naming book created with baby in mind. Filled with over 100
helpful lists, naming tips, and a collection of boy-centric names to browse, this book
makes it easy to find the ideal fit for your family. Gone are the days where you need a
massive compendium of baby names to sift through (half of which don't even apply to
your little one!). Now, whether you want to go classic with Christopher, literary with
Holden, or trendy with Wilder or Bryce, THE BEST BABY NAMES FOR BOYS is there
to help you discover your son's perfect name!
Includes over twenty thousand names for boys and girls, with historical facts and trivia,
and a section on the top five girls' and boys' names.
Choosing the name of your child is one of the most important early decisions you can
make as a parent. Some parents want to choose a more traditional name, while others
want a popular contemporary name. Others wish for a more unusual name that no
other child in the classroom has, while an ever-increasing number are looking for a
name with partic...
Choosing your baby’s name is incredibly important, as the name carries a unique
weight and meaning that the girl or boy will carry for life. The meaning of a name is
often the reason behind the choice, but what about other more fascinating influences?
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aspects of our potential and personality. The stars are able to give a fresh dimension to
our names, so selecting one isn’t the exclusive reserve of the newly born, but is for
adults, too! If you’re looking for a name to suit your child (or even yourself!), this
comprehensive A–Z guide from Russell Grant is ideal. Arranged by sun sign, with a
special appendix covering the planetary rulers, it has everything you need to decide on
the right name to bring out the best in your baby or you, including a special fact file for
each zodiac sign, how the planets influence every name, and thousands of names from
around the world. Choosing your baby’s name has never been so much fun!
There's so much in a name, and it's one of the most exciting decisions to make about
your new arrival. But how to find the right name for your little one? This easy-to-browse
A-Z book of over 9,000 names will help. You'll find tips on navigating your baby-naming
quest, including managing other people's opinions and reaching that all-important
agreement with your partner. Whether you're looking for a classic or gender-neutral
name or something with a contemporary twist, Best Baby Names 2022 has everything
you need.
From one of the top parenting websites' a comprehensive naming guide featuring the
unique Babynames.com popularity ratings. Forget those traditional lists of names and
their meanings-in guiding readers step-by-step through the naming process, as well as
the seven things to consider, this book will help parents decide upon a name perfectly
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1.2 million parents, each listing features a popularity rating derived from website
feedback as well as the top personality traits associated with the name. Readers can
also browse lists of names organized in unique ways such as names for sports fans or
fiction lovers, and names to be avoided.
The ultimate book of baby names for comic book nerds, sci-fi fans and more—with the
meanings and stories behind more than 1,000 names! Having trouble finding a baby
name that celebrates your favorite fandom? Whether you want your child’s name to
stand out in a crowd or fit in on the playground, Naming Your Little Geek is here to save
the day! This ultimate guidebook is complete with every name a geek could want to
give their baby—from Anakin and Frodo to Indiana and Clark; and from Gwen and
Wanda to Buffy and Xena—plus their meanings, and a list of all the legends who have
borne them. Naming Your Little Geek covers everything from comic book superheroes
to role-playing game icons, Starfleet officers to sword and sorcery legends with
characters who have appeared on film and TV, in novels and comic books, on the
tabletop, and beyond. With nearly 1,100 names referencing more than 4,400 characters
from over 1,800 unique sources, it's the perfect resource for parents naming a child or
anyone looking for a super cool and meaningful new name.
Lily and Roseùfeminine names from the world of flowers Jordan and Josephùa strong
pair of J names rich with religious meaning Charles, Lucie, and Alexandreùa trio of
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Choosing the perfect
name for a baby is hard enough; choosing complimentary names for multiples and
siblings can prove even harder! This book presents more than 10,000 such names.
This one-of-a-kind moniker manual provides parents with unique naming strategies and
clever ideas for combinations, including name pairings inspired by: rhyme and meter,
alliteration, great literature, music, religious beliefs, and more. With pronunciation
guides, etymological information, and word meanings, this unique collection of baby
names is all parents need to bless their babies with perfect names!

The ultimate collection of unique, unisex baby names—from traditional to
modern—including the origin and history of the name, and any cultural icons (men
or women) who share the name. What’s in a name? A lot. For generations,
they’ve indicated a lot about a person: their family history, personality traits, and
qualities—and let’s not forget about nicknames, both good and bad. But while a
name may have special significance to the parents who choose it, when you stop
and think about it, there’s little else it can reveal about a baby, or the adult that
child grows into. Try to accurately imagine what a kid named Frankie looks
like...he could be a preschool boy who loves to paint or a teenage girl who is the
star of her track team. Same goes for Casey, Jamie, or Taylor. Just as we no
longer automatically choose “girl” (pink) or “boy” (blue) colors, today’s parents
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want their child to have a unique name that defies stereotypes. This one-of-akind book compiles the best gender-neutral baby names for your child, along with
fun “Top 5 Lists that Make Unique Baby Names” sprinkled throughout (including
foods, mythological places, surnames, and more). Use as a guide or read it cover
to cover—or dip into specific chapters if you’ve already got a first letter in mind.
Have fun, be creative, and know that whatever name you choose, your baby will
be a unique and amazing person who defines themselves.
By the authors of Cool Names for Babies, and with over 50,000 hugely
imaginative entries from around the world, this is the ultimate book of baby
names.
Collects over 10,000 unique, traditional, and creative names with special
meaning to the African American community, includes traditonal Muslim names
and advice on alternate spellings.
Find the right name for your new arrival Choosing a name for your baby is one of
the most exciting decisions you can make, but there’s so much choice – where
do you start? Best Baby Names 2021 has exactly what you need: thousands of
names to browse and the latest trends to inspire you. Whether you want a classic
or a modern name, or even if you don’t know where to begin, this book will give
you an A-Z of more than 9,000 options to explore. You’ll find advice and tips on
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how to navigate your baby-naming journey, including reaching an agreement with
your partner and coping with other people’s opinions, so that you can find the
ideal name and feel confident in your choice.
Choose the perfect name for your baby! Packed full of more than 60,000 of the
world's BEST - and most unique - baby names, The Big Book of 60,000 Baby
Names is the only resource you need to help you choose the perfect name for
your newest family member. Dianne Stafford, the author of the number one book
in Baby Names, gives you 60,000 great names complete with meanings, origins
and all of the derivations. Plus 150 fun lists, such as: -Most popular names for
boys and girls -Most popular twin names -Contemporary, classic, unique and fun
names -it's got them all! The Big Book of Baby Names is the biggest - and most
giftable! - Baby Names paperback available.
You have a new baby on the way.You've chosen a cot, a pram, suitable clothes
and all the other things they'll need.But what about a name?A name is one of the
most important things we are ever given. Get the right name and you could go on
to do great things. Get the wrong one and it could mean a lifetime of
ridicule.Choosing a name for your baby can be hard. Quite often you won't agree
and most of the time you will worry about things like the meaning of the name
and where it fits in history.With this simple yet effective book, Baby Names, you
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have a vast range of names to choose from, including:* Trending baby names*
Common baby names* Historical baby names* Most unusual baby namesWith
sections for boys and girls and a special section for unisex names as well, you'll
find plenty to choose from, without trawling dozens of internet sites.Everything is
in one handy volume, and with their meanings and origins also provided, you're
sure to find the right name for your baby before long.
Gives 30,001 baby names complete with meanings, origins and nicknames.
Boldly Go Where No Parent Has Gone Before! Here are 500 out-of-this-world
baby names from classic science-fiction movies, books, and television shows.
Choose James to honor the captain of the starship Enterprise. Choose Leia or
Leah to salute the sister of Luke Skywalker. Choose Neo to celebrate the ultracool messiah from The Matrix. Hardcore fans can go even further with exotic
names such as Barbarella, Beldar, Jor-El, and Tron (just don’t send us the
therapy bills). Arranged by category for quick reference—with chapters such as
Power Names, Feminine Names, and Intellectual Names—Sci-Fi Baby Names is a
terrific gift for expecting parents and a wonderful roll call of our favorite science
fiction characters.
From an author who adopted an African name as an adult comes the most inclusive
book of African names. Obama, Iman, Kanye, Laila—authentic African names are
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The African Book of
Names offers readers more than 5,000 common and uncommon names organized by
theme from 37 countries and at least 70 different ethnolinguistic groups. Destined to
become a classic keepsake, The African Book of Names shares in-depth insight about
the spiritual, social, and political importance of names from Angola to Zimbabwe. As the
most far-reaching book on the subject, this timely and informative resource guide
vibrates with the culture of Africa and encourages Blacks across the globe to affirm
their African origins by selecting African names. In addition to thousands of names from
north, south, east, central and west Africa, the book shares: A checklist of dos and
don'ts to consider when choosing a name—from sound and rhythm to origin and
meaning A guide to conducting your own African-centered naming ceremony A
200-year naming calendar
A classic, the baby name countdown (over 120,000 copies sold) is now fully revised
and updated for the first time in a decade. Featuring more names than any other guide
and based on more than 2.5 million birth records, the book includes brand-new data, a
new introduction, a revised section on the most popular baby names of the past year
and decade, and updated popularity ratings throughout. Discover at a glance the most
popular given names from each decade of the 20th and 21st centuries, meanings and
origins of the 3,000 top names, and thousands of rare and exotic monikers. Whether
your taste in names is trendy, traditional, or international, The Baby Name Countdown
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Are you looking for the perfect name for your baby? Choosing a name for a baby
sounds like a simple task, but in reality, it's much more complicated than that. The
name of your baby will be with him forever, and if your baby is meaningful to you, then
you should come up with a creative, meaningful name, that will symbolize the
importance of the baby to you and to your relationship. In this outstanding book, you will
get a list of hundreds of baby names, with full explanations about their meaning, their
origin, and what makes them unique. Here's what you will find inside: Full list of baby
names for boys & girls The most popular baby names The meanings of names and
their origins Inspiring baby names from Hindu Traditional names that maintain
popularity And much, much more... It is not too trite to say that by choosing a name that
is right for your child you thereby provide the pathway to their future. The name you
pick will be the one, with some exceptions, that they will have for the rest of their lives.
Choose the right name now, so they don't have to change it later.
Looks at the history of baby names, provides lists of names based on popular themes,
and presents entries that include definitions and variations.
Over 13,001 girls' and boys' names. Complete with meanings, origins and nicknames.
Fascinating facts about names. The 200 most popular names.
Are you in search of the perfect magical name for yourself, your child, your house, pets,
or business? Do you need ideas for what to call your magical tools or coven? Look no
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name to reflect the true essence of anyone, anyplace, or anything. The Complete Book
of Magical Names is the only compilation of non-biblical names and their meanings in
print. Written from a Wiccan perspective, this book lists nearly 5,000 names (with
pronunciations) taken from modern and ancient sources: nature, mythology, history,
fantasy, literature, magical places, and faraway lands. Names are indexed by the
characteristics they invoke (from "abundance" to "wisdom") to make it easy for you to
select a name that captures who you are—and who you hope to become. There is
tremendous energy within names. Ancient people understood this and chose their
names carefully. Discover how you, too, can protect, empower, and transform yourself
by choosing the magical name that's meant for you.
The Complete Book of Baby NamesSourcebooks, Inc.
An innovative guide to selecting the perfect name for one's child, using a buyer's guide
approach that helps parents ask the right questions to choose a name specifically
tailored to personal taste.
If you're looking for the baby name book that has it all - classic and contemporary suggestions
without the insanely silly options you wouldn't even use to name your pet - this second edition
of The Everything Baby Names Book is your singular resource for naming your little bundle of
joy! Loaded with the 25,000 best options for boys and girls, you can easily narrow down your
favorites from A to Z. Inside you'll find: Dictionaries of names for boys and girls Sidebars
packed with fun facts about names Top Ten Lists of names across dozens of categories While
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Everything Baby Names
Book, 2nd Edition, is packed with the ones you're more likely to really name your newborn. So
complete, you may have trouble choosing just one!
LOOKING FOR A NAME THAT MEANS SOMETHING SPECIAL TO YOU? Given the dizzying
array of choices available, picking the right name for your baby can be daunting. Why waste
hours looking through one long alphabetical list of names just to burn out even before you've
run through A, B, and C? In this creative twist on the traditional name book, Baby Names Made
Easy offers selections organized into categories of meaning, making it easier than ever to
choose a name that is significant to you. Traditional or trendy, American in origin or from all
over the globe, the names here cover an array of topics. For example, look under: Animals &
Insects (and find "Naia" -- Hawaiian for "dolphin") Victory (and find "Vincent" -- Latin for
"conquerer") Love & Affection (and find "Mia" -- Italian for "mine") Religion & Faith (and find
"Dev" -- Sanskrit for "God") The book's handy alphabetical index makes cross-referencing
easy, so you can find the perfect name in no time. Baby Names Made Easy is a practical and
one-of-a-kind reference for anyone searching for the most important gift they can give their
child.
The only naming book you'll need for your little girl-to-be! Perfect for baby showers, gender
reveals, and parents with a little girl on the way, THE BEST BABY NAMES FOR GIRLS is the
only naming book created with baby in mind. Filled with over 100 helpful lists, naming tips, and
a collection of girl-centric names to browse, this book makes it easy to find the ideal fit for your
family. Gone are the days where you need a massive compendium of baby names to sift
through (half of which don't even apply to your little one!). Now, whether you want to go classic
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THE
BEST BABY NAMES FOR
GIRLS is there to help you discover your daughter's perfect name!
192 pages of pearls of parenting wit and wisdom, including shit baby names to avoid, as well
as facts, stats, tricks, hacks, quotes, quips and wisecracks all about the most underpaid and
underappreciated job in the world: parenthood.
Choosing a name for your baby doesn't have to be stressful. It can be fun, or at least funny,
when you turn to this tongue-in-cheek guide for advice. This comprehensive guide to baby
names is about what not to name your baby. As such, it offers a little comic relief from the baby
name dilemma and reminds you that whatever name you choose, someone will find humor in
it.
By far, the most complete, up-to-date and BEST book on baby-naming! Welcoming a new
baby into the family is one of the biggest blessings in life. The Complete Book of Baby Names
helps make this transition fun-and easy-by giving you the most complete and up-to-date book
of baby names available. Whether you're looking to carry on family tradition, stay true to your
religion or ethnic background or want to try something new and different, The Complete Book
of Baby Names is packed full of more than 100,001 baby names with origins and definitions
that make choosing baby's names (almost) painless. Perfect as a self-purchase or a gift, The
Complete Book of Baby Names will delight expectant parents everywhere. The Complete Book
of Baby Names includes: -- The most up-to-date list of popular names-including twin names -276 fun lists to help you choose, including: names that command respect, celebrity names,
names from children's literature and names with great expectations -- Modern baby-naming
trends -- What not to name your baby -- Attributes of a perfect name -- Adding a middle namePage 15/16
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Of all the decisions a new parent makes, choosing that special name is the most significant
and the most rewarding. A new reference book for prospective parents, this clear, helpful and
easy-to-use A-Z guide gives you thousands of brilliant suggestions for picking the perfect name
for your new arrival. It also includes appendices of the top ten names through the centuries
and the most popular celebrity names.
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